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YUHA® GmbH specialises in the conceptual design and
construction of logistics facilities. We can develop the perfect
logistics solution, even for complex challenges. Each individual team member works with the YUHA® philosophy in mind:
“Vision. Expertise. Quality.”
In close collaboration with our customers, we analyse the
specific requirements at hand, keeping the internal structures
and company-specific business processes in mind. Based on
this analysis, YUHA® experts develop corresponding logistics
facilities that are not just structures, but functional and inter-coordinated “logistics tools”. In this process, we help our
clients to carry out logistics processes with absolute efficiency. In so doing, we always provide maximum forward-looking
flexibility.
Ever since YUHA® GmbH was founded in 2001 by Yuha Takaya
nagi, clients have placed their trust in us – due to our outstanding quality, reliable adherence to delivery schedules and
dependable cost security. Over the course of the years, we
have completed eight large-scale projects that provide a total
effective area of 250,000 m2 - for very prominent clients such
as Kühne + Nagel, H&M and Continental. In 2008, YUHA®
GmbH was responsible for a construction volume of over 150
million euros.
Yuha Takayanagi began his career with the study of civil engineering in Karlsruhe and Aachen. While working for the WM
Group in Bocholt, he quickly recognised the special challenges
that logistics companies face. He decided to specialise in the
planning and construction of unique logistics facilities, which
ultimately led to the founding of YUHA® GmbH as the logical
consequence of these professional activities. In 2002, his university friend Klaus Meeß, whose specific expertise ideally
complemented that of Yuha Takayanagi, joined the company.
On 12 May 2007, Yuha Takayanagi was killed in an accident.
Since then, Managing Partner Klaus Meeß has directed YUHA®
GmbH based on the jointly developed philosophy and values
“Vision. Expertise. Quality.”
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